Development of Interactive Learning Media on Civic Education Subjects in Elementary School
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Abstract—This study aims to develop interactive learning media on civic education learning in elementary school. This research used Research and Development method. The research procedure used Rowntree model which has three stages; planning, development, and evaluation. The instrument used in this study are questionnaires to determine the feasibility of media in terms of expert validation and field trials, and then followed by using tests to measure student learning outcomes. The preliminary study results state that the development is done in a hierarchical order. The evaluation process is carried out in three stages, the first stage of expert judgment being handled by media experts and civic education materials. The second stage was by evaluating small group of ten students. The results of the test stated that interactive learning media is feasible to use. To see the effectiveness of the developed product, the step is then followed by testing a field group of 30 students. The result of t-test analysis shows the difference of learning result between pre-test and post-test. Judging from the average score, it indicates that the developed media is effective in improving the learning outcomes of civic education in elementary school.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The learning activities of civic education in elementary school are oriented towards the forming of learners competence in accordance with psychological, intellectual, emotional and social development [1]. Civic education is oriented towards “contextual plural intelligence” A concept that open minded towards more creative, active-participatory, and meaningful and enjoyable learning needs [2]. Therefore, to facilitate the learning activities of civic education in elementary schools, it needs to be supported by appropriate learning media.

Learning media should be interesting, so it can make students interact and learn in a fun way to form a comfortable and conducive learning atmosphere; for it is necessary. Therefore, an interactive learning media is required. Interactive learning media is designed with an interesting and fun presentation pattern allowed students to understand the learning materials easier [3].

But factually, the media as one of the source of learning and has been known as a tool in the learning process are often overlooked by teachers. The absence of media in the learning process is generally due to various reasons such as limited teaching preparation time, difficulty finding appropriate media, unavailable costs and others [4].

Based on field observations and interviews conducted to teachers, in this research, it is known that the limited learning media usage during the learning process of civic education caused less focused and less active students, thus causing less optimal student learning outcomes. Based on these problems it is necessary to develop interactive learning media that can play a role in the learning process of civic education, which not only follow the development of the era but also has its own appeal to learn from it, so that students can construct their own understanding through said developed media.

Learning using interactive media is a very important, the learning media is something that can convey messages, stimulate thinking, and encourage the learning process to become easier [5]. The use of interactive learning media can motivate students to understand learning materials [6,7,8,9].

Teaching using interactive media is one of the most important components in the learning process because the learning media provides convenience for teachers to deliver learning materials [10,11]. Inside the interactive media in learning, there are variations in learning and teaching activities. Some research explained this is due to how interactive media is an effort to deliver abstract learning materials to be concrete [12,13,14,15]. Interactive learning media has a significant influence on the interest of students to learn the competencies that are taught since interactive media can improve student learning motivation and facilitate students to easily understand the learning materials [16,17,18].
The use of interactive learning media in primary schools provides easy access to learning so that learners can develop what they understand by themselves [19].

Based on the results of problem identification and the relevant theoretical studies above, it is then decided that in this study, researchers conducted a development in interactive learning media on civic education learning in elementary school. The developed interactive media is a combination of text, images, animation using adobe flash player application, which is packed into an interactive CD form, so students can operate this media on the computer.

The purpose of this research is to develop interactive learning media on subject civic education in primary school. media developed in the validity test and tested on students to find out how big the effectiveness of media developed.

II. METHOD

Methods used in this study was research and development. Research conducted by creating interactive learning media using Adobe Flash Player on Civic education learning. The research procedure used was rowntree model of research procedure which has three stages: planning, development, and evaluation. The evaluation used was Tessmer’s formative evaluation [20].

The subjects of this study were the students of Grade V of State Elementary School 01 in Mempawah district of West Kalimantan Province, Indonesia, amounted to 40 respondents, in which then divided into a Small Try-Out Group in test phase for 10 respondents, and for the tryout field trials, 30 respondents.

The data used are both qualitative data and quantitative data. Qualitative data were obtained from requirement analysis, expert material test questionnaire, expertly designed test. Meanwhile, the quantitative data is obtained from the product trial, that is the field test. The research design used was one group pre-test post-test design [21]. In this design, before the treatment students were given pre-test and after, at the end of the student’s learning, a post-test were given. This design is used to determine the effectiveness of the product made.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Successful product developed in this research is an interactive learning media on civic education learning in elementary school, the media was designed using adobe flash player application, packed in CD form so that students can operate on their personal computer. Before designing it into an interactive media the researcher performed needs analysis to find information in developing a suitable learning media, and used it to compile the blueprint of the product in which designed in accordance to the formulated material of the subject. The materials collected came from proven sources so that interactive learning media is ready to be designed and developed.

After the interactive learning media was developed then, followed by validation by one expert material of civic education and one expert of learning media. Validation is done to obtain an assessment of interactive learning media. The results of the validation assessment by the material experts showed in the table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility for content</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material development</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result of validation by media expert showed that the content feasibility aspect obtained an average score of 3.30, and aspects of the material accuracy earned averagely 3.60, the display interface value scored averagely 4.00, the language and readability assessment scored 3.80. Therefore, the final score of interactive learning media was valued at 3.92 and can be interpreted that the development of interactive learning media on the subjects of civic education passed the assessment by material experts. Furthermore, the results of media expert validation showed in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feasibility of Content</td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material Accuracy</td>
<td>3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display Assessment</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and Readability</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data used are both qualitative data and quantitative data. Qualitative data were obtained from requirement analysis, expert material test questionnaire, expertly designed test. Meanwhile, the quantitative data is obtained from the product trial, that is the field test. The research design used was one group pre-test post-test design [21]. In this design, before the treatment students were given pre-test and after, at the end of the student’s learning, a post-test were given. This design is used to determine the effectiveness of the product made.

The result of validation by media expert showed that the content feasibility aspect obtained an average score of 3.30, and aspects of the material accuracy earned averagely 3.60, the display interface value scored averagely 4.00, the language and readability assessment scored 3.80. Therefore, the final score of interactive learning media was valued at 3.92 and can be interpreted that the development of interactive learning media on the subjects of civic education passed the assessment by learning media expert.

Once the media has been validated by material experts and media experts, the next step is to conduct a Small Group Try-Out involving grade V elementary school students. Results from Try-Out Small Group are shown in the following table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Likes</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book view</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results of small group try-out experiments, the data showed that the average results for the preference aspect or likes valued at 4.00 with "very good" criteria. On the Aspect of understanding has a value of 3.80 with "very good" criteria. In the aspect of interactive learning media display has an average value of 3.80 with the criteria of "very good". So the final score of interactive media worthiness value was 3.90, can
be said that the development of interactive learning media on the subjects of civic education is worth using or suitable to use based on the results of small group try-out.

Final test after passing expert validation stage and small group try-out and also improvement, field try-out were conducted on 30 students, the results of this trial are presented in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IV. TRY-OUT FIELD TEST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media View</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of field try-out test results obtained with average results for aspect like to have a value of 3.82 with the criteria "very good", on the aspect of understanding got a value of 3.88 with the criteria "very good", on aspects of media display earned a value of 3.90 with the criteria "very good". So the final score of interactive media worthiness valued on 3.86 and can be said that the development of interactive learning media on the subjects of civic education is worthy of use from the try-out field test results.

Field Try-out was conducted to determine the effectiveness of the developed civic education media. Effectiveness is measured by questionnaire to get students' opinions on interactive learning media on civic education learning and to analyze pre-test and post-test learning outcomes by setting a minimum score of achievement of competence of > 60. Here is the result of post-test obtained on average score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE V. RESULTS OF THE EFFECTIVENESS TEST ASSESSMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the value of pretest, there is an average value of 6.93, after the interactive learning media usage on learning civic education average value changed to 8.23 which showed an increase of 1.37 points. The minimum pretest value of 6.93 rose to 8.23 and the maximum pretest value at 8.67 rose to 10. This indicates a significant increase in students' ability to understand the Civic Education materials. In the test of significance by using the t-test two samples relating to Pretest and Post Test showed t-value = 9.01 consulted with t-table (a = 0.05; 30) of 1.696 indicating that there is a significant difference between the pretest score and post-test score.

Based on the results of t-test calculations it is concluded that the interactive learning media on civic education learning has a high effectiveness since it showed a significant increase in learning outcomes. This fact is consistent with the results of Setyorini and Churiyah research [22] that suggested the use of interactive learning media in learning activities can help students improve learning outcomes, this is because the media has a function to convey the message or information learning and teaching process to attract the attention of learners.

The use of learning media for teachers and learners is very important to be used to facilitate in understanding learning about social phenomena and nature [23], learning activities using media assistance can facilitate teachers to deliver learning materials so that the learning objectives can be achieved [24,25,26,27,28].

IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the stages of research and development conducted in this study, the conclusion reached that the interactive learning media developed proved valid, practical and have a potential influence on student learning outcomes in civic education in elementary school. The use of interactive learning media developed can improve students' learning motivation so as to improve their learning performance.
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